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Epic Homes – Solar 101

Residential Solar PV for Real Estate Agents
2020

Leland Keller Energy Services Engineer, Janelle McGill REALTOR®
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Agenda
 Introduction to residential solar PV
 Fort Collins Utilities solar rebate programs
 Participating Solar Contractor Network
 Battery installation incentive
Stacking Header
 What does ‘net metering’ mean for your utility
bill?20 Works Well on Line 2
Size
 What is an Epic Homes Certificate?
 Selling a home with solar PV
 Lease vs. own
 Solar valuation
 MLS listing
 Real Estate Ally Resources
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Solar Electric Generation
Photovoltaic (PV) terminology
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Residential Solar PV
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Net Metering
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Renewable Energy Offerings
Two ways to get renewable energy:
1. Invest in a solar array:
• Residential Solar Rebate Program
• Community Solar – currently full
2. Pay as you go:
• Green Energy Program:
Available in blocks of energy
for an additional 1.9 cents/kWh
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Residential Solar Rebate Program
Rebates based on installed PV system size:
• Up to $1,500 (at $500/kW-DC)
• Limited to 120% of average annual consumption
Projects installed in 2019:
• 6.4 kW average size
• $21,700 average total cost
• $3.62/watt-DC average cost
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Battery Installation Incentive Program
Up to $1500 incentive at $100/kWh
of usable capacity
Incentive Eligibility:
- Participating Solar Contractor
- Programmed for TOU or
solar storage
More info: fcgov.com/battery-storage
New! Launched June 17, 2020
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Participating Solar Contractor Network
Benefits to YOU
• Standard proposal documents,
improved trust, quality of service, full
disclosure
Contractor Requirements
• Agree to industry code of ethics
• Resolve customer complaints promptly
• Provide accurate and complete
information through sales, design
and installation
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Growth of Solar in Fort Collins
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What is an Epic Home?

•
•
•
•

Provides greater comfort
Ensures a healthier living environment
Is more durable and resilient
Costs less to operate
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A streamlined, affordable
approach for home and rental
property energy efficiency
upgrades.
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Initial Epic Certificate

Assessment = Certificate
Report reflects as-is
condition of home.
Existing energy features
reflected in score and
energy costs.
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Energy Costs
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Certificate After Improvements

Lists efficiency, indoor air
quality and solar PV upgrades
completed through approved
EWH contractors.
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Epic Loans

Pay upfront or finance through Fort Collins
Utilities with easy payments on your monthly
utility bill.
•
•
•
•
•

No money down
Covers 100% of costs
Available for up to $25,000
Attractive interest rates
Simple, streamlined and easy
to qualify
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Green Building Registry
Find Epic Homes in Green Building Registry
https://us.greenbuildingregistry.com/

https://us.greenbuildingregistry.com/
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Selling a Home with Solar
OWNERSHIP/FINANCING OPTIONS
Direct Ownership

Third-Party Ownership

The homeowner owns the system and
performs the maintenance from the
start. Paying for this system can be in
the form of:

The solar company (or other third party)
owns, maintains and operates the
system, but the homeowner (lessee) gets
the benefit of clean energy. There are two
financial arrangements for this type:

Cash Purchase

Solar Lease

Solar Loan

Power Purchase Agreements
(PPA)
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Selling a Home with Solar
Direct Ownership = Real Property
= Added to Appraisal

Cash

Cash purchases won’t have any additional
financial considerations when listing the home –
except homeowner will want to see some return.

Solar Loan

Loans can be attached to the panels, home or
person. The only consideration with a loan for a
listing is letting the title know where the loan is
secured to make sure they find it and pay it off
with proceeds at closing.
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Selling a Home with Solar

Owned by Third Party = Temporary Installation =
Not Real Property = No Added Value in Appraisal

Solar Lease

PPA
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Selling a Home with Solar
PVvalue.com
funded by US Dept of Energy
Valuation Tool for Solar

1. Create an account
2. Start with property
address
3. Add the system
components
4. This screen shot shows
some of the values that
are requested
5. A standardized number
is provided!
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Listing Agent Responsibilities
•

Before appointment, order O&E to check for outstanding liens/info related to
solar installation.

•

Ask homeowners when the roof was last replaced. If it is an inspection item, get it done soon.

•

Let the homeowner know the items you need to effectively market their home: Solar

•

Verify whether system was ‘purchased’ or ‘leased’ and explain the difference to the client if

Purchase Date, System Size, Several Utility Bills, Warranty Info.
they aren’t clear about transferring leases and value of real property.
•

Use seller’s documentation to go to PVvalue.com to determine the ‘Contributory Value’. Use
typical system of comps to determine sales price, then this value can be added.

•

Fill out the Residential Green and Energy Efficient Addendum to provide to the appraiser.

•

Enter as much information as possible into the MLS Green Fields and Listing Comments–
be specific, but take care with wording on utility savings.
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How to list the Epic Certificate on IRES

Link to Epic Certificate in Green Building Registry
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How to list the Epic Certificate on IRES

Select ‘HES Rating’ & upload Epic Certificate
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How to list the Epic Certificate on IRES

Highlight in ‘Remarks’
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How to list the Epic Certificate on IRES

Select ‘Energy Rated’ and other energy efficiency features
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How to list the Epic Certificate on IRES

Select ‘Energy Audit’ and upload Epic Certificate + other supporting documentation
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Data Distribution to the Market
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Listing Agent Responsibilities
•

Utilize your picture spaces to market the panels/utility bills/other green features to buyers.

•

Add as much documentation as possible to the ‘other documents’ section – appraisers and
other agents see this – many of the Green Fields require documentation, so IRES will be
looking for these as well.

•

Create a Home Book with a Solar section or leave materials in full view on counter – don’t
make it hard for agents showing the house to get answers.

•

Best Practice: Call other agents prior to showings to ask if they have questions about solar
– let them know where all the documentation can be found, purchased vs. leased, how much
longer the warranty is, etc.

•

Talk to buyer’s lender when offer is received – send them lender letter, explain where they
can find qualified appraisers – let lender know if the system is leased and what those
payments are.

•

Control the appraisal process by vetting appraiser’s qualifications.
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Market yourself as a Real Estate Ally
Marketing yourself as an Epic Real Estate Ally
Promote your Epic Homes
expertise on email signatures and
business cards:

Real Estate
Company

Jo McRealtor
Principal Broker, Real Estate Company
Epic Homes Real Estate Ally
email: jo@realtor.com | phone: 555-555-5555
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Next Steps & Resources

www.fcgov.com/epichomes
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Thank You!

Leland Keller, Energy Services Engineer

Janelle McGill, REALTOR®
JMcGillHomes.com

LKeller@fcgov.com
970-221-6857

janelle@jmcgillhomes.com
970-443-9188

www.fcgov.com/solar-rebates
www.fcgov.com/utilities/residential
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Federal Investment Tax Credit

30% Tax Credit applies to:
• Total cost of solar system
which you own
• Battery systems which are
charged by solar generation
Consult your tax advisor!
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